Abstract -The dynamic load balancing algorithm based on the monitoring server load, self-similar characteristics of passing traffic have to provide a statistically uniform load distribution on servers, high performance, fault tolerance and capacity, low response time, the amount of overhead and losses was propose in work. Integrated measurement for the total imbalance level of the system were entered.
I. INTRODUCTION
Significant weakly predictable load fluctuations are typical for modern communication networks [1, 2] . Similar conditions make inappropriate using of static planning strategies and network management which are acceptable in traditional telephony. In modern traffic engineering systems there are two approaches to management of network, which are known online-and offline-methods [3] . The main difference between these approaches is the timeline, which deals with the behavior of the matrix load, describing the transmitted traffic [1, 3, 4] . The offline-control system predicts longterm changes in the matrix load, while online-methods monitor the current state of the network in near real time. Under that the optimal scheme of load balancing can be developed. The main disadvantage of offlinecontrol system is impossibility of respond to the current fluctuations in the load matrix which do not match the developed forecast. It should be noted that to date offline-approach is used in most traffic management systems.
Methods online traffic control operate usually at minute time intervals, do not use forecasting and able to cope with random fluctuations in load due to the possibility of obtaining information about the current state of the load matrix. The important difference these methods is mandatory autonomy, that eliminates operator intervention. As drawbacks online-approaches the lack of global forecasting of behavior of the load matrix and the resulting instability of routes caused by current fluctuations of traffic intensity are often called. A possible solution of these problems is the development of adaptive method of combining these approaches, including monitoring the current situation and using of forecasting in order to reduce the frequency of re-routing [1, 3, 4] . Traffic today's global network shows the exponential growth, there is significant structural changes, it is increasingly becoming difficult to predict fluctuations in load, weakly predictable load fluctuations become more tangible. The processes of networks convergence have led to the dominance of the IP protocol as a universal for all types of transmission data. However, the lack of built-in mechanisms of traffic engineering raises questions about the need to develop methods that allow more efficient use of existing network infrastructure, but does not require changing fundamentals of the global network. One of the most perspective solutions of these problems today are decentralized mechanisms balancing traffic.
Numerous studies of processes in information networks have shown that network traffic has the property of scale invariance (self-similarity). Selfsimilar traffic has a special structure, conserved on many scales -there are large amount of bursts with a relatively small average level of traffic. These bursts cause significant delay and packet loss, even when the total load of all flows is far from the maximum permissible values.
Self-similar properties discovered in the local and global networks, particularly traffic Ethernet, ATM, applications TCP, IP, VoIP and video streams. The reason for this effect lies in the features of the distribution of files on servers, their sizes, the typical behavior of users. Now the multifractal properties of traffic are intensively studied. Multifractal traffic is defined as an extension of self-similar traffic due to take account of properties of second and higher statistics.
The purpose of this work is the development of dynamic load-balancing algorithm to the packet communication network which reduces the amount of overhead, based on the monitoring server load of distributed system, taking into account the fractal traffic structure.
II. THE SYSTEM OF LOAD BALANCING
Information system can be a distributed network in structure, which is composed of many servers, storage nodes, and network devices. Each node is formed using a series of resources such as CPU, memory, network bandwidth, etc. Each resource has its own corresponding properties and there are many different types of resources. Described information system consists of group of servers and a load balancer. Load balancing system is proposed to build on the basis of subsystems of load balancer and control and monitoring that cooperate with each other closely:
-load balancer subsystem: load balancing algorithm, information about the current state of the system, flexible configuration QoS, dynamic allocation of traffic over various communication channels and nodes based on their current state, loading extend, the administrative load-balancing policies.
-control and monitoring subsystem: to collect and analyze statistics about current state of the system, finding the multifractal properties of the incoming data stream, the calculation of flow distribution in the network nodes based on traffic classification and utilization of servers and communication channels.
The qs , i.e. the priority request is taken into account (the highest priority is the first). While all priority service requests will not be processed, packages of other types stay in queue until the end of their lifetime. Newly received priority requests dropping off the process non-priority ones and with a probability equal to one displace them in storage (if have free waiting space), or outside the system (if the storage is full). Packages displaced from service are join to queue of non-priority requirements and can be serviced after all the priority ones. Queues are separate, free space fully accessible for all newly received requests. Unlike typical priority queue system the considered system is equipped with probabilistic eject mechanism. Priority package, that found all places busy during of processing other priority packet, is replacing one of the lower priority packets from the queue with a given probability, and takes his place. Displaced package is lost or sent back to the queue. The load balancer LB , in accordance with a specified algorithm, extract tasks from queues i Q and assign them to available cores of suitable servers.
To describe the mechanism of extrication of the network resources that occupied by the traffic at the end of transmission of traffic qs -th class of service (this occurs on the basis of data received from the routing protocol that supports communication on the available bandwidth and the available resources at the server (e.g., CSPF, SNMP), let introduce the variable Queues and losses, that generated by traffic with multifractal properties, depend on the characteristics of the multifractal: generalized Hurst exponent function. Value range of the generalized Hurst exponent corresponds to the power of heterogeneity of traffic, i.e. it characterizes the scatter of the data [5] . The value of the ordinary Hurst parameter, obtained from generalized index, corresponds to the power of long-term dependence of realization and characterizes the correlation properties of traffic.
Condition monitoring servers and a free throughput can be done in three ways [3] : after each received a request; at fixed time intervals determined by a static algorithm; at non-fixed time intervals determined by the dynamic algorithm.
The information obtained by the first method, is the largest size, since measurements are carried out after each entered request. By the second method the amount of information is constantly, but it is necessary to determine the interval of information reading for the amount of information that has not been redundant and insufficient. In the third method, the amount of information depends on the frequency control intervals which must adapt to the structure of the incoming traffic due to its self-similar structure. Thus, the usage of dynamically changing algorithm is the most appropriate in terms of reducing data redundancy.
In this way, the frequency of monitoring will depend on the values of the generalized Hurst exponent ) ( ) ( 
III. THE DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM
The paper proposes the following dynamic dependent on multifractal properties of incoming traffic the algorithm of load balancing. The value of forecast have to be changed depending on changes in the parameters of incoming flow.
Step by step description of the dynamic load balancing algorithm: 1) in the traffic that input to the load balancer, select the window X of the fixed length and send it to the system load balancing to calculate the new flow distribution; 9) move the window X of the fixed length T forward by a predetermined shift amount T  ; 10) carry out the traffic analysis and forecast of the next value of server load.
The proposed load balancing algorithm turned to providing a statistically uniform distribution of the load on servers, high performance, capacity, fault tolerance (automatically detecting failures of nodes and redirecting the flow of data among the remaining) and low response time, the quantity of service information and losses.
The load balancing algorithm should allocate requests to the server so that the deviation of server load from the mean value was minimal.
Lets enter an integrated measurement for the total imbalance level of the system, as well as the average imbalance level of each server [6] . It is proposed integrated load balancing metric as follows: Net represents the network throughput. Here, a, b, c denote the weighting factors for CPU, memory and network bandwidth, respectively. The major idea of this algorithm is to select the smallest value B among all physical servers. This technique is converting 3D resource information into a 1D value.
Considering the advantages and disadvantages of existing metrics for resource scheduling, an integrated measurement for the total imbalance level of a system, as well as the average imbalance level of each server, has been developed for load balancing strategy. Other metrics for different scheduling strategies can be developed as well. The following parameters are considered:
1. Average CPU utilization u i CPU of a single server i . This is defined as the averaged CPU utilization during an observed period.
2. Average utilization of all CPUs in a system. Let (2) where N is the total number of physical servers in a system. Similarly, the average utilization of memory, network bandwidth of server i , all memories, and all network bandwidth in a system can be defined as 4. The imbalance value of all CPUs, memories, and network bandwidth. Using variance, the imbalance value of all CPUs in a data center is defined as
Similarly, imbalance values of memory and network bandwidth can be calculated. Then total imbalance values of all servers in a system is given by where N is the total number of servers. As its name suggests, this value is used to measure imbalance level of all physical servers.
6. The average imbalance value of a system is defined as IV. CONCLUSION Described in this paper load balancing system built on the basis of subsystem load balancer and subsystem control and monitoring that closely interact with each other. On the basis of the developed load balancing system is provided a dinamic algorithm of multifractal load balancing. Dynamic load balancing algorithm is based on the monitoring server load, the characteristics of self-similar traffic and turned to providing a statistically uniform distribution of the load on servers, high performance, fault tolerance and capacity, low response time, the quantity of service information and losses. In the developed algorithm data redundancy is reduced by dynamically changing the frequency intervals of control that adapts to the structure of incoming traffic given its self-similar structure. In this algorithm, the number of classes of flows depends on resource requirements. Also metrics are introduced for the each server and total imbalance level of the system. In the further work is necessary to simulate this algorithm in a distributed system and experimental study of the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the existing by changing the parameters of the incoming traffic.
